The authors are grateful to Referee#1 for the helpful comments that helped improve the
manuscript. Due to the strict link between this publication and the work recently submitted by
van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018) about the TM5-FASST methodology, we offered the
possibility to the Editor and the Reviewer to access the work of van Dingenen et al. (submitted,
2018) although not yet published in ACPD. Thanks to the Reviewer’s comments, we also
realized that some methodological aspects of the TM5-FASST tool could have been further
developed also in the publication of van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018). Therefore,
discussions on the comparison between PM2.5 modeled concentrations vs. the measured ones, as
well as further details about the extension of the “perturbation approach” to the attribution of
sectors and sources will be included in the review phase of the paper by van Dingenen et al.
(submitted, 2018). We feel that we have been able to address all concerns, as outlined below.
Anonymous Referee #1
The manuscript by Crippa et al. investigates the regional and sectoral contributions to PM2.5 and
associated health impacts throughout the world. This is accomplished through application of the
TM5-FASST response tool. This topic is useful and their results are new, and also appropriate
for the scope of this journal. They also provide a much needed estimation of how uncertainty in
the emissions estimates propagate into uncertainties in PM2.5 estimates, which is a source of
error not often well quantified in health impact studies. That being said, the manuscript good use
more attention to previous works, especially in the introduction. These and some additional
comments are highlighted below, which include requests for more information about the fidelity
of the modeling estimates used here, and the impact of a few assumptions in its application that
are made but not evaluated either through their own work presented here or references to
literature (i.e. assuming PM2.5 responds linearly to emissions changes, or that anthropogenic
SOA is negligible). Addressing these concerns constitutes major revisions, after which point this
manuscript will be suitable for publication in ACP.
Major:
1.35: I wonder if the authors considered including some more recent estimates e.g. from the
Global Burden of Disease project on estimated numbers of premature mortalities from ambient
PM2.5 exposure, such as Cohen et al., The Lancet, 2017.
Ok, I see that relevant works be e.g. Lelieveld (2015), Silva (2016) or Cohen (2017) are finally
discussed on page 11. Such works however should be discussed as part of the introduction and
background information, in order to more clearly articulate the role of the present work.
In general the introduction was lacking in some detail with regards to previous works that have
considered sector-specific health impacts, the role of model uncertainty vs emissions
uncertainties or uncertainties in concentration-response parameterizations on estimates of PM2.5
health impacts.
As suggested by the Reviewer, the following sentences have been added to the introduction:
“Exposure to and impact from aerosols on humans can be estimated by a variety of approaches,
ranging from epidemiological studies to pure modelling approaches. The Burnett et al. (2014)
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risk-response methodology is often used in models to estimate premature deaths/mortality (PD)
due to air pollution exposure, e.g. in Lelieveld et al. (2015) and Silva et al. (2016), who report a
global mortality in 2010 due to air quality issues induced by anthropogenic emissions of 2.5 and
2.2 million people, respectively. A higher global mortality is found in a more recent work by
Cohen et al. (2017) accounting for 3.9 million premature deaths/year due to different model
assumptions. In Europe, Brant et al. (2013) estimate 680 thousand premature deaths, which is
twice as high as the numbers reported for the CAFE (Clean Air for Europe) study (Watkiss et al.,
2005). Recently, using the same emission database as in this study, Im et al. (2017) report a
multi-model mean estimate of PD of 414.000 (range 230-570 thousand) for Europe and 160
thousand PDs for the USA. At the global scale, models, in some cases using satellite information
(Brauer et al., 2015;Van Donkelaar et al., 2016), are the most practical source of information of
exposure to air pollution. However, model calculations are subject to a range of uncertainties
related with incomplete understanding of transport, chemical transformation, removal processes,
and not the least, emission information.”
2.1: Suggest adding references to any number of studies that have estimated the human health
impacts of sector-specific policies for PM2.5 reduction.
As suggested by the reviewer we added in the manuscript the following some references related
with studies on human health impacts of sector-specific PM2.5 contributions:
“These policies are usually implemented under national legislation (Henneman et al., 2017;
Morgan, 2012), while in Europe transboundary air pollution is also addressed by the regional
protocol under the UNECE Convention on Long-Range Transport of Air Pollution (CLRTAP).
At city/local level, several studies have been developed to assess the contribution of sector
specific emissions to PM2.5 concentrations with the aim of designing air quality plans at local
and regional level (Karagulian et al., 2015; Thunis et al., 2016).”
Equation 1: This equation is an approximation, not an equals sign. This should be clearly
indicated, and the error associated with ignoring second-order terms should be discussed, either
using evidence from the own authors work or from reference to many previous studies in the
literature that have explored the nonlinear response of PM2.5 to emissions perturbations.
Equation 1 represents how PM concentrations can be estimated using the 20% perturbation
which is the basis of the TM5-FASST methodology. So the equal sign is correct, although this
equation represents an approximation due to errors both of the chemistry and transport modeling
and to the emissions. We refer the Reviewer to the paper by van Dingenen et al (submitted,
2018) for details about the errors due the chemistry and transport, while in this work we address
mainly the errors due to emissions. Below additional details about the TM5-FASST
methodology:
The reduced-form model TM5-FASST is computing the concentration resulting from an
arbitrary emission scenario Es using a perturbation approach, i.e. the difference between Es and
Eref (dEs) is considered as a perturbation on Eref and the resulting concentration is evaluated as a
perturbation dPM on the reference concentration, hence:
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PM(Es) = PM(Eref + dEs) = PMref + dPM = PMref + SRC·dEs

(a)

Where dEs = Es - Eref and Eref is the RCP reference scenario from which the SRC have been
computed.
The contribution of a single sector j is calculated as the difference between the concentration
including all sectors, and the concentration from the emissions excluding the single sector j
PM (Es,j) = PM(Es) – PM(Es – Es,j) = SRC·[dEs – d(Es – Es,j)] = SRC·Es,j
If the linearity holds, the sum of PM(Es,j) over all sectors j should be equal to PM(Es), or:
∙

,

The TM5-FASST runs were performed for different scenarios, comparing the reference
HTAP_v2.2 emissions with a scenario where emissions from one single sector were subtracted
from the total emissions. Then comparing the reference case and each scenario (REF-sectori), the
contribution of each sector to PM2.5 concentrations is estimated. This approach is based on the
assumption that the individual sector contributions add up linearly to total PM2.5, as mentioned
in the paper. The paper by Van Dingenen et al. describing the whole TM5-FASST methodology
has just been submitted to ACP (van Dingenen et al., submitted, 2018) Equation 1 represents the
basis of the TM5-FASST method, since it describes how a variation in the emissions (delta
emissions) determines a delta in PM2.5 based on the source receptor relationships.
The following discussion on how to apply the “perturbation approach” on the sector and source
attribution will be also included in the paper by van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018):
Equation (2) expresses the ‘perturbation’ approach applied in the linearized TM5-FASST model,
i.e. an arbitrary emission scenario is evaluated as a deviation from the base emission scenario,
and the resulting pollutant concentration is obtained as the sum of the base concentration and a
delta term, the latter proportional to the emission deviation from the base case (Figure 1).
A particular application of TM5-FASST is the attribution of the (anthropogenic) pollutant
concentration to individual source regions or sectors. Due to the fixed contribution of the base
concentration which does not contain information on the originating sources, Eq. (2) is not
immediately suitable for such an analysis. Instead, we calculate for each individual source the
contributing part by first evaluating all sources together (‘total’ simulation’), and subsequently
subtracting the individual source emissions (Es) from the total, evaluating the resulting pollutant
concentration (Cminus_s), and making the difference with the ‘total simulation’ to obtain the single
source contribution (Cs).
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In reality
y there is som
me degree of
o non-linearrity in most emission-poollutant relattion as illusttrated
in Figs. 3 and 6. Fig
gure A show
ws for each of the FASS
ST regions tthe total PM
M2.5 concentrration
obtained by Eq. 6 versus
v
the TM5
T
base siimulation reesult, illustrrating the noon-linearity error
resulting from the ap
pplication of
o Eq. 6. Forr 43 out of 56 regions, the deviatioon from the base
simulatio
on is less th
han 30%, on
nly 3 regions (former Soviet Unionn, New Zealland and Paacific)
deviate more
m
than 50
0% from the TM5 modell result. Conssistency withh the ‘perturrbation approoach’
is restoreed by simply
y rescaling th
he individuall source conttributions:
,

,
∗
,

∗
,

(7)

This apprroach is valiid for evaluaating the attriibution by seector as welll as by sourcce region.

Figure A:
A Scatter plo
ot of regionaally averageed PM2.5 cooncentration (including aall anthropogenic
componeents) obtaineed as the sum
m of individ
dual source region conttribution by linear scalinng of
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their resp
pective emissions with TM5-FASS
ST source-reeceptor coefficients (Eqq. 6), versuus the
regional average obtaained by the full TM5 model.
m
Section 2.2:
2 Some esssential detaails of the TM
M5-FASST model are m
missing. Whaat is the accuuracy
of the baseline PM2.5 (total, and
d speciated) concentration
c
ns estimatedd by TM5 fast comparedd to in
situ meassurements in
n different parts
p
of the world?
w
In loccations wheere such dataa is not availlable,
how do the model estimates compare to those from other modeels, or from
m remote-sennsing
derived products?
p
How
H
much error
e
is exp
pected owingg to the coarse model resolution when
estimatin
ng population
n-weighted concentratio
c
ons, given thhe relatively high-resoluttion variabillity in
populatio
on densities??
In the work by van Dingenen ett al. (submittted on the 331st of Januuary 2018 too the ACP H
HTAP
special isssue) detailss about the comparison
c
between thee linearized TM5-FASS
ST model annd the
full TM5
5 runs are pro
ovided in Seection 3.1 “V
Validation aggainst the fuull TM5 moddel: additivityy and
linearity””. They also
o report the linearity an
nd additivityy issues for PM2.5 and its speciation in
Figure 3 of their papeer, as shown
n below.

TM5 (ssum of perturbations) vs TM5
5FASST sum
m of extrapoolated perturrbations) vs TM5
(combineed perturbatiion
(combinedd perturbationn
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Figure 1. Additivity and
d linearity test of perturbation
ns using TM5 outcome for reegional populaation-weightedd mean
secondary inorganic PM
M2.5 concentrations for 3 perrturbation maggnitudes (greenn: +100%, redd: -20%, blue:: -80%
relative to base simulatio
on emissions). X-axis:
X
simulta
aneous perturbbation of SO2 and NOx emisssions Left coluumn Yaxis: sum of
o TM5 concen
ntration respon
nse to two indiividual SO2 annd NOx perturrbations. Rightt column Y-axiss: sum
of linearly extrapolated individual
i
20%
% perturbationss (FASST approoach). Each pooint correspondds to the popullationweighted mean
m
concentra
ations over a reeceptor region
n (same regionss as in Fig. 2).

Ok - whiile I do see th
hat there is a single paraagraph addreessing this inn very broadd strokes, on page
7 (21-28), this evalu
uation is inccommensuratte with the scales of thhe paper. Givven the regiional,
sectoral and species specificity of the sourrce attributioon results, tthe authors need to exaamine
delity on thee same scaless.
model fid
In additiion, van Diingenen et al.
a (submitteed, 2018) rreport in Fig.7 of theirr publicationn the
comparisson of modeeled PM2.5 concentratio
c
ns between the full TM
M5 runs and the TM5-FA
ASST
ones, as shown
s
below
w.
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b

a

c

Figure 2. (a)
( PM2.5 conccentration obta
ained with TM5
5-FASST versuus TM5-CTM fo
for high (FLE, red dots) and llow
(MIT, greeen dots) emissio
on scenarios (ssee text). Each point represennts the populattion-weighted m
mean over a TM
M5FASST recceptor region. Black
B
line: 1:1 relation. brea
akdown for (b) pprimary (BC+POM+other pprimary PM2.5)
5) and
(c) seconda
ary (SO4+NO3
3+NH4) PM co
omponents (same axis definittions as left ploot).

In addition, van Din
ngenen et al. validated their
t
modeleed PM2.5 cconcentrationns against inn situ
ments and saatellite derived data, as discussed
d
in the followinng.
measurem
Figure 3 shows the comparison
c
between
b
the PM2.5 conccentrations m
modeled by T
TM5-FASST
T and
the measured ones reeported in th
he WHO database for di fferent worlld regions (i..g. EUR=Euurope,
NAM=N
North America, China, S-ASIA=So
outhern Asiaa, LAM=Laatin Americca, AFR=Affrica).
This inclludes measurrement poin
nts as well ass PM2.5 conncentration eestimates baased on a fraaction
of PM10
0 measuremeents (e.g. almost all points for the comparisonn in China aare based onn this
second method).
m
Quiite good agreeement is ob
bserved for E
Europe, Norrth America and partly C
China
where measurements
m
s have been performed over longerr time compaared to deveeloping counntries
and they are based on
n quite consolidated metthods. The ccomparison ffor Latin Am
merica and A
Africa
is much less robust and the scaatter possibly
y highlightss a non-optim
mal modelinng of large scale
biomass burning for the TM5-FA
ASST model. Figure 4 rreports the ccomparison oof WHO reggional
average of
o urban stattions againstt the FASST
T population weighted avverage of griid cells. Sim
milarly
to the fin
ndings of Fiigure 1, the comparison for industriialized counntries is veryy good, whille for
other deeveloping regions the agreement is less saatisfactory bboth due tto less acccurate
measurem
ments (e.g. reported
r
by WHO)
W
and lower
l
qualitty modeling of specific sources by T
TM5FASST (e.g.
(
large sccale biomass burning).
ASST modeleed PM2.5 co
oncentration
ns have beenn also validaated against satellite prooducts
TM5-FA
(see Figu
ure 5) which
h are based on aerosol optical deptth measurem
ments togethher with chem
mical
transportt model infformation to
t retrieve from the ttotal colum
mn the infoormation off PM
7

concentraations in thee lowest lay
yer of the attmosphere (B
Boys et al., 2014; van Donkelaar eet al.,
2010, 2014).

FASST grid
d-cell mean (with urbaan incremennt parameteerisation) vversus
Figure 3 - TM5-F
individuaal monitorin
ng stations (WHO con
nsolidated ddatabase, inccluding bothh measuredd and
estimated
d PM2.5).
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Figure 4 - WHO regiional averagee of urban sttations (+/- 1 stdev) and FASST poppulation weigghted
average of
o grid cells..
EU
UROPE

USA

CHINA
C

INDIA

BRASIL
B
9

Figure 5 - Compariso
on between TM5-FASST
T
T and satellitte products ffor world reggions (Boys et
al., 2014; van Donkeelaar et al., 2010, 2014).
While for the full dettails and discussion with
h refer to Vaan Dingenenn et al. (20188), we summ
marize
their resu
ults in our manuscript
m
as following:
In section
n 2.1 we add
ded the following senten
nce:
M5-FASST model
m
is exteensively doccumented inn a companioon publicatioon in this sppecial
“The TM
issue. Van Dingeneen et al., (2
2018) proviide an extennsive evaluuation of thhe model, m
model
assumptions and perfformance wiith regard to
o linearity annd additivityy of concentrration responnse to
different size emissiion perturbaations and future
f
emisssion scenarioos. The vallidation of T
TM5FASST against
a
the full
fu TM5 mo
odel runs is extensively
e
ddiscussed byy van Dingenen et al. (22018),
as well as
a the validity of the asssumptions of
o linearity aand additivitty behind thhis reduced fformmodel. Below
B
we sum
mmarize thee most imporrtant featuress of relevancce for this w
work, and refe
fer for
more detail to Van Dingenen
D
et al.,
a (2018).”
We added in the man
nuscript the following
f
discussion in ssection 3.3:
M5-FASST model
m
developed by van
n Dingenen et al. (20188) has been validated aggainst
“The TM
concentraation estimaates derived from the WHO
W
databasse and satelliite-based meeasurementss (van
Donkelaaar et al., 2010,
2
2014
4). General good agreeement is ffound betw
ween the PM2.5
concentraations modeeled by TM5
5-FASST and the measuured ones repported in the WHO dataabase
for Europ
pe (within 20%
2
deviatio
on), North America
A
(witthin 5% devviation) and partly Chinaa due
to the higher accuracy of the measurements
m
s. The compparison for L
Latin Ameriica and Afriica is
much lesss robust (40
0-60% deviattion from th
he 1:1 line) aand the scattter possibly highlights a nonoptimal modeling
m
off specific sou
urces relevan
nt for these rregions by T
TM5-FASST
T (e.g. large scale
biomass burning) by
y the TM5-FASST modeel. Similar reesults are also found comparing reggional
averages of urban stations from WHO again
nst the FASST populatiion weightedd average off grid
cells. Thee TM5-FASST modeled
d PM2.5 con
ncentrations hhave been compared to satellite prooducts
which arre based on aerosol
a
opticcal depth meeasurementss together w
with chemicall transport m
model
informatiion to retriev
ve from the total column
n the inform
mation of PM
M concentratiions in the loowest
layer of the atmosph
here (Boys et al., 2014
4; van Donkkelaar et al., 2010, 20114). The reggional
onsistent ressults with thee ground bassed measureements compparison (e.g. good
comparisson shows co
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agreement for EU and USA within 10% deviation, while lower agreement for developing and
emerging countries).”
11.31: Cohen et al. (2017) also report a range for the total estimated global premature deaths
from ambient PM2.5 - which should be repeated here. This is interesting to consider, as the
source of the uncertainty in the Cohen paper is from uncertainty in the concentration-response
relationships (IERs), not from uncertainties in the exposure estimates that may be owing to
uncertainties (in part) from emissions. However, the range of values cited here (+/- 1.1 million)
indicates that this uncertainty associated with emissions estimates is a factor, which hasn’t been
much considered previously. This is an import results of the present work which I believe could
be highlighted more (i.e. by comparing the magnitude of the emissions-driven uncertainties to
the magnitude of other types of uncertainties considered in different studies). Quantitative
summary of this (similar to the final sentence of the manuscript) would be nice to see in the
abstract as well.
The following sentences have been added:
“In our work we only evaluate how the uncertainty of emission inventories influences the health
impact estimates focusing on the interregional aspects (we do not evaluate effects of
misallocation of sources within regions) and not all the other sources of uncertainties often
included in literature studies, such as the uncertainty of concentration-response estimates, of air
quality models used to estimate particulate matter concentrations, etc. An overview of the
propagation of the uncertainty associated with an ensemble of air quality models to health and
crop impacts is provided by Solazzo et al. (2018, submitted). Solazzo et al. find in their analysis
over the European countries a mean number of PDs due to exposure to PM2.5 and ozone of
approximately 370 thousands (inter-quantile range between 260 and 415 thousand). Moreover,
they estimate that a reduction in the uncertainty of the modelled ozone by 61% - 80% (depending
on the aggregation metric used) and by 46% for PM2.5, produces a reduction in the uncertainty
in premature mortality and crop loss of more than 60%. However, we show that the often
neglected emission inventories’ uncertainty provides a range of premature deaths of ±1.1 million
at the global scale, which is in the same order of magnitude of the uncertainty of air quality
models and concentration-response functions (Cohen et al., 2017).”
Minor:
2.10-2.14: What fraction of secondary PM2.5 long-range transport is owing to transport of the
gas-phase precursors vs the transport of the secondarily formed PM2.5 itself?
To answer this question, which was not explicitly studied in this publication, but included in the
model calculations, one has to consider 4 aspects: chemical lifetime of the precursor gases,
atmospheric transport, transport distance, and removal processes of both precursors and aerosols.
Lifetimes of precursor gases range from hours (NH3), hours-to-days (NOx) and several days
(SO2). A back-of-the-envelope calculation assuming a lifetime 0.1 hour and a wind speed of 1
m/s, would indicate a transport distance of ca 8 km, and clearly most of the precursor would be
oxidized before leaving the ca. 100x100 km TM5 gridbox. On the other hand a lifetime of 7 days
11

and a wind speed of 10 m/s would imply that this precursor could travel thousands of km before
2/3 of it would be oxidized.
We propose to include the following phrase:
“Although primary PM2.5 (particulate matter with a diameter less than 2.5 μm) and
intermediately lived (days-to-weeks) precursor gases can travel over long distances, the
transboundary components of anthropogenic PM are mainly associated with secondary aerosols
which are formed in the atmosphere through complex chemical reactions and gas-to-aerosol
transformation, transport and removal processes, of gaseous precursors transported out of source
regions (Maas and Grennfelt, 2016).”
2.27: Clarify here that this inventory, and the prescribed emissions for these experiments, pertain
only to anthropogenic emissions.
Done
3.14: Can the authors comment on the validity of this assumption, as backed up by their own
investigations or those in previous studies in the literature?
We assume that individual sector contributions add up linearly to total PM2.5. The figure below
shows the very good agreement between total PM2.5 concentrations and the sum of sectorspecific concentrations for each receptor region. Additional details can be found in van Dingenen
et al. (submitted, 2018).
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Figure 1 – Comparison between the total modeled PM2.5 concentration and the sum of the
sectors.
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3.23: The source-receptor modeling was based around a single year that didn’t alight with the
year of the emissions considered. To what extent does this misalignment potentially impact
results? Or to what extent is the meteorology in this particular year representative of a
climatological average? I guess I’m just wondering if the authors have checked if 2001 was for
any reason particularly extreme with regards to temperature, precipitation, transport, or sources
of natural PM2.5 such as biomass burning?
Anthropogenic emissions in general do not greatly vary from year to year and a large covariation with specific meteorological conditions is considered not very important. Indeed such
co-variation can be an important issue for natural emission. Biomass burning, sea salt and
mineral dust are dependent among other factors on meteorological conditions. For the natural
emissions of dust, sea salt and biomass burning we included the recommended gridded datasets
made for AEROCOM phase 1 for the year 2000- indeed not aligning with the meteorological
year 2001 used in the TM5 CTM in this study. There are three considerations of relevance for
this paper. If the goal is to have the most accurate estimate of natural emissions, the use of a
community endorsed dataset is probably a safe one, since model generated emissions would
carry their own uncertainties. While, especially for mineral dust and biomass burning, there are
large inter-annual variations, these variations- at least at larger scales- are probably smaller than
the emission uncertainties themselves. And finally, the use of ‘constant’ emission, allows
factoring out their uncertainties, since the scope of the work is considering mostly anthropogenic
emissions.
3.27: To what extent does not including anthropogenic SOA influence conclusions about the role
of different sectors?
Unfortunately we do not have estimates of the contribution of anthropogenic SOA, as the gas
phase chemical degradation scheme didn’t include emissions of the relevant precursor gases. The
importance of anthropogenic SOA ranges regionally widely, as demonstrated by a recent study
by Farina et al. (2010) indicating a global source of 1.6 Tg, or ca. 5.5 % of the overall SOA
formation. The relatively importance, however, may dependent regionally, and is deemed higher
in regions with less VOC emission controls. Overall, we feel that the uncertainty stemming from
our knowledge in SOA formation is higher than the omission of anthropogenic SOA. We would
also like to mention that the development of the volatility-based SOA formation approach, means
that the boundaries between ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ SOA are disappearing, making it difficult
to attribute organic aerosol to either primary, secondary (or natural-anthropogenic), as they
strongly interact. Nevertheless, we speculate that the inclusion of SOA would possibly lead to a
higher role of the transboundary pollution mainly for those sectors emitting PM and VOCs (e.g.
residential, and to some extent transport and industry).
Therefore we added the following sentences to the manuscript:
“The importance of anthropogenic SOA ranges regionally widely, as demonstrated by a recent
study by Farina et al. (2010) indicating a global source of 1.6 Tg, or ca. 5.5 % of the overall SOA
formation. The relatively importance, however, may dependent regionally, and is deemed higher
in regions with less VOC emission controls. We speculate that the inclusion of SOA would
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possibly lead to a higher role of the transboundary pollution mainly for those sectors emitting
PM and VOCs (e.g. residential, and to some extent transport and industry).”
4.4: It seems that rather than aggregation the authors could consider some metrics that are
normalized with regards to the country size or population.
In this work we decided to aggregate the 56 FASST regions into 10 world regions based on the
geographical location and as much as possible the degree of development and emissions (of
course African countries do not have all the same degree of development etc., but for us it made
more sense to group them together instead of putting some African countries with Russian or
Latin America countries because of similar size or population). Moreover, the population
information is taken into account when calculating the population weighted PM concentrations
for the aggregated regions. Population data are presented in Table S2. However, in order to make
mortality results more comparable among countries we included the normalized PD metric in
Table 4.
Table 4 – Absolute and population size normalized number of premature deaths/year due to anthropogenic
PM2.5 air pollution in world regions and corresponding uncertainty range.
PD (thousand deaths/year)

Normalized PD
(deaths/year/million people)

China+

670 (350 - 100)

669

India+

610 (270 - 960)

609

Europe

260 (140 - 480)

405

SE Asia

150 (83 - 250)

50

Russia

110 (67 - 240)

449

North America

100 (55 - 170)

306

Africa

74 (34 - 160)

90

Middle East

56 (32 - 97)

237

Latin America

26 (14 - 53)

49

Oceania

0.055 (0.034 - 0.12)

2

4.20: Here and elsewhere the Janssens-Maenhout (2017, submitted) paper is cited, although it’s
hard to evaluate what information is contained therein.
We clarified line 20 at page 4 as following:
“Uncertainty values of the activity data by sector and country are obtained from Table 2 of
Janssens-Maenhout et al. (2017, submitted) and Olivier et al. (2016). Using this approach, the
uncertainty in the global total anthropogenic CO2 emissions is estimated to range from -9% to
+9% (95% confidence interval), which is the result from larger uncertainties of about +/-15% for
non-Annex I countries, whereas uncertainties of less than +/-5% are obtained for the 24OECD90
countries for the time series from 1990 (Olivier et al, 2016) reported to UNFCCC.”
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About Figure 1: It’s not clear – are the % contributions to the average PM2.5 in each region, or
to the population-weighted average PM2.5 in each region?
Percentages represent the contributions to the population-weighted average PM2.5 in each
region. Figure caption has been modified accordingly.
7.34: I think the impacts of the residential sector on indoor air quality are well known and have
been documented in many previous studies that could be cited.
The following papers are now cited in the text:
The residential sector is one of the most significant sources of PM all over the world, potentially
also affecting indoor air quality (e.g. Ezzati, 2008; Lim et al., 2013; Chafe et al., 2014 ).

7.39: Similarly, the role of the agricultural sector or NH3 in particularly has been noted in
several previous and recent studies. The authors continue to cite only Maas and Grennfelt, 2016,
despite the broader literature available for comparison.
The following papers are now cited in the text: Pozzer et al. (2017), Tsimpidi et al. (2007),
Zhang et al. (2008), Backes et al. (2016) and Erisman et al. (2004).
“Interestingly, the agricultural sector is affecting pollution in Asia as well as in Europe (Backes
et al., 2016; Erisman et al., 2004) and North America, confirming the findings of the UNECE
Scientific Assessment Report and several other scientific publications (Maas and Grennfelt,
2016;Pozzer et al., 2017;Tsimpidi et al., 2007;Zhang et al., 2008).”
8.9-11: Can the authors explain why primary emissions play such a large role in the uncertainty
analysis, compared to their contribution to absolute PM2.5 concentration?
Primary PM emissions are mainly emitted from the residential, transport and to a smaller extent
industrial sectors and they are characterized by the largest values of uncertainty. With the
exception of the countries where the contribution of the power generation sector is relevant
(which mainly leads to the formation of secondary inorganic components of PM), the other
countries are dominated by the remaining sources highly emitting primary PM which are
therefore strongly contributing to the final PM2.5 concentration.
9.20: Given that this work doesn’t include anthropogenic SOA, what is the role of NMVOCs in
PM2.5 formation? I guess I was just surprised to see these mentioned here.
In section 3.4.2 we rank the sector specific contribution to emission uncertainties for each of the
pollutant provided by the HTAP_v2.2 inventory. As the Reviewer pointed out, TM5-FASST
does not model SOA formation from anthropogenic VOCs. However, in order to provide a
complete overview on the sector contribution to emission inventories’ uncertainty we reported
this information also for anthropogenic NMVOCs. This analysis wants to assess the emission
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inventories uncertainty and it is independent from the model or source-receptor model we use to
estimate PM concentrations.
11.34: What is the “urban increment subgrid adjustment”?
As extensively discussed in van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018), to better represent the actual
mean population exposure within a grid cell some adjustments are included in the TM5-FASST
tool. A first adjustment is performed based on the assumption that the spatial distribution of
primary emitted PM2.5 correlates with population density; then information on urban and rural
population grids is included and further assumptions are also applied (e.g. primary PM2.5 from
the residential and the surface transport sectors are contributing to the local (urban) increment,
while other aerosol precursor components and other sectors are assumed to be homogenously
distributed over the grid cell). Secondary PM2.5 is formed over longer time scales and therefore
more homogeneously distributed at the regional scale.
The following sentence has been therefore added into the manuscript:
“When comparing mortality estimates we need to take into account that several elements affect
the results, like the resolution of the model, the urban increment subgrid adjustment (including
information on urban and rural population, refer to van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018)), the
inclusion or not of natural components, the impact threshold value used, and RR functions.”
11.33 - 35: I strongly agree that these factors are critical towards making these comparisons, as
are sources of information such as population densities and baseline mortality rates. For those
precise reasons, the authors should provide details on these aspects as used in their study, as have
been provided in the cited works, in order to make such comparisons possible and meaningful.
The manuscript has been rephrased as following:
“When comparing mortality estimates we need to take into account that several elements affect
the results, like the resolution of the model, the urban increment subgrid adjustment (including
information on urban and rural population, refer to van Dingenen et al. (submitted, 2018)), the
inclusion or not of natural components, the impact threshold value used, and RR functions. In
this study we used pollution the population weighted PM2.5 concentration (excluding natural
components) at 1x1 degree resolution as metric for estimating health effects due to air, with a
threshold value of 5.8 µg/m3, no urban increment adjustment, and relative risk functions
accordingly with Burnett et al. (2014).

12.10-12: What it is about these regions that given them such relatively large extra-regional
contributions to PM2.5 health impacts?
As shown in Fig.3, Hungary, Czech Republic, Mongolia and the Gulf region are characterized by
a very high fraction of transported pollution and therefore the corresponding extra-regional
contribution to the health impacts is high.
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The manuscript has been rephrased as following:
“However, there are marked exceptions, such as the Gulf region, Hungary, Czech Republic,
Mongolia, etc., where the extra-regional and within-region contributions to mortality are at least
comparable. In fact Hungary and Czech Republic are strongly influenced by polluted regions in
Poland (mainly); likewise Mongolia is suffering from the vicinity of source in China. The Gulf
region produces a lot of its own pollution, but is also influenced by transport from Africa and
Eurasia as reported by Lelieveld et al. (2009).”
Editorial:
2.23: “not to the least” change to “not the least”
Done
2.35: "at sector" change to "at the sector"
Done
2.36: "on the potential" change to "of the potential"
Done
3.19: Some of this sentence seems to be missing.
The sentence has been corrected as following:
“In order to calculate PM2.5 concentrations from the HTAP_v2.2 emissions, we deployed the
gridded TM5-FASST version 1.4b (Van Dingenen et al., 2017, in preparation).”
4.16: "as following" change to "as follows"
Done
6.16: "across" change to "an across"
Done
8.23: "Europe the" change to "Europe, the"
Done
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